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. . . .Tonight my mind goes back over the past four years
to ask this important question : "Has the United Nations ful-
filled our high hopes for it?" The ansti°rer is that it has fallen
short of what we expected -- but t.en we expected too much: It
~as too much to ezpect that in such a handful of years any
organization could r iin back to peace and world co-operation minds
that had been subject for long years to the ways of war and
riva lry .

As we look back over the recent course of mankind's
pilgrimage towards peace we should see the one essential fact --
not the difficulties, the setbacks, the obstacles but the distance
covered . For I believe that progress has been made in the pas t
four years . I suggest that we should ask ourselves this question :
"If the United Nations had not been brought into existence, would
the tivorld have been better off today?" I am sure that the ansvrer
is "No" . Inaction rrould have left the world so much the rrors e
off .

Of one thing I am certain, and I think that you will
agree with me : the existence of the United Nations and the strong
public support that has developed for it has helped furthe r
the logic of z•lorld co-operation against the insensible but deeply
ingrained . instincts of dissension and war .

To bud.ld the ideal of the United Nations is iuch more
than to build a fine skyscraper in New York to house its or-
ganization . This vast structure of a way of life for the world,
is built not of stone nor of mortar but in the minds and hearts
of men,

Let us look back over the past four years . Certainly,
problems have come to the United Nations that it could not solve .
Armed conflicts have continued that it has been unable to stop ;
other wars have begun that it could not prevent . However, •
despite all this, I believe that the world is better off today
because we brought this organization into being to serve the
World .

Let us look back at the main achievements of the
United Nations over the past four years :

1• This organization has come safely through all
the storms and stresses of its formative years . ,
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2 . It has done much to sell the basic idea of peace
to the worldts peoples . Even nations which seem
to be antagonistic .have not dared publicly to
abandon it. -

3. Increasingly, it has become the focus for the
people's faith in peac,eful action . Increasingly,
it has .made possible the mobilization of mankind's
will bo peace .

4 . It has created raorld agencies that have made
definite contributions to co-operation in many
fields -- finance, health, food, trade, economic
rehabilitation, the relief and rehabilitation of
refugees, the restoration of war-torn nations and
the rebuilding of their cultural life .

5 . It has made progress in solving many complex problems .
It has not stopped all rrars, but crho can say s;rhat
wars were possible unless it had taken action .

6 . In four years it has encouraged more progress
tbwards the creation of .a sense of world citizenship
and realization of the interdependence of nations .
than i•1e have ever witnessed in a comparable period
in world history .

From the beginning, Canada's stand has been consistent .
s a strong believer in world peace and in world co-operation we
ave every support to the formation of the United Nations . i•{e
ave participated fully and generously in the work of the General
sse~bly and the various other bodies . We can be proud of the
art that vre have played .

ti7e have not been blind to the shortcomings of this
rganization . Where necessary to ensure that - in those parts of
he world where our influence can best make itself felt - peace
ill prevail and co-operation will be continuous, we have
upplemented the United Nations rrith the North Atlantic Pact .

It is by milestones such as thé North Atlantic Pac t
hat history measures progress . This treaty is designed to allovr
11 who trork within its orbit to live in peace . The bond of
ellowship for the nations of the North Atlantic is the pledge of
ree men that they will not permit their democratic freedoms t o
e tampered with . It must not be thought that this Treaty
epresents an abandonment by Canada of the United Nations idea .
ctually, it tends to strengthen the United Nations .

I should like to repeat a thought I used here four
ears ago . Cie must not expect miracles . Vie must not imagine
hat the framework of society can be altered in a day or a month
r a year . This rrill require years of si•leat and of study -- from
ach one of us, not only in this country but in every country ,
t zvill demand unceasing allegiance to the principles of good
Ul and faith .

The further development of atomic weapons has mad e
he need for world understanding and co-operation -- great as it
ras in 1946 -- now greater than ever, so that we can find some
~aY to make rrar prisoner on this planet . Because our need is
;reater, so must our effort be greater -- to see that to the
$tent that it is tvithin our power the United Nations will
ucceed .
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In this atomic age no part of this world is war-proof .
very nation must do what it can to protect itself against war,
ot so much by pacts and pledges, but by acts of co-operative
riendship with the other nations of the world . No organization
~an more éffectively further these efforts than the United Nations,
ounded as it is on these principles •

-- that nations are inter-dependent .

-- that power and responsibility should walk
hand in hand

• -- that nations should co-ope~ate socially,
economically and politically . ,

-- that above all transient considerations stand
human rights and human dignity with t_heir
foundations in morality .

-- that all nations should have access to freedom
and equality .

Unless such valiant attempts had been made to widen
he empire of these prinèiples, no one looking back knows what
wists and turns history might have taken in recent years . Bût
am confident that the United Nations has succeeded in
essening the quantum of conflict, and that it has made progress,
otivever slow, toi•rards removing the causes of conflict .

The United Nations has really an impressive list of
ccomplishments to its credit, especially in those fields that
onot concern political questions so much as humanitarian
roblems . As one who has long been a supporter of rrorld
o-operative effort and a participant in many of the United Nations
ouncils, let me reaffirm m$r belief that events will justify
he pride I feel in the contribution that the United Nations
as made, is making and will surely make in the future .

Old rivalries.and mankind!s out-ti°rorn but not discarded
abit of seeking in the ashes and ruins of war the answer to the

~roblems of nations -- these have rekindled conflict . But
espite all shortcomings, despite evidences of bad faith on the
tart of certain members, who might even zrant to endanger its
uture, the United Nations has laid out a path for the world's
eoples along which law and not force is the rule of the road .
he struggle against fear and against insecurity is one that will
ot die down in our time . Vie can only hope that because of our
fforts and because of Cànada's untiring contribution, the world
till be nearer a solution s•rhen our time ends .

But do do our part we must stand up and speak for the
deals in which we believe and let frank' and open talk clarify
he confusion that often is deliberately created in the world
oancils . For eaample, from my recent eaperiences, let me recall
orne of the points that, speaking on behalf of Canada in the
nited Nations in New York on November 15, I found it necessar y
o make . I categorized bir . Vishinsky's latest peace pact proposal
or Wnat it was -- a propaganda manoeuvre for the Communist cause .
think that I eapressed Canadian sentiments erben I emphasize d

hat we did not want any more signatures -- ire wanted, settlements .

On this occasion, I told the Russian representative
bat the real problem today is not possible preparations for a
ew War, but "the fear and insecurity which lit like ice on the
earts of men everywhere" . I s•rent on to say that ~r . Vishinsky
nd his nation could do more than any other to remove these fears
ince they had dons more than any other to create them . I asked
oint-blank this question : Have the Communists given over their



historic intention of waging war upon the rest of the world? I
ssked DSr . Vishinsky whether he believed, as Lenin did, that it
is necessary for a Communist "to use any ruse, cunning, unlawful
method, evasion, concealment of the truth . "

I should like here to repeat some of the closing
sections of this speech as it outlines what I feel to be the
centre of the problem of co-operation betz•reen the free world and
the world that is chained to Communism :-

"Now for the first time in history there is the
possibility that a true world community may develop .
From the, most Western position of the Soviet army in
Europe, westward across the Atlantic and across the
Pacific to the Easterm boundaries of Siberia, there
is a vast and complea free society in srhich the -
moral and ethical-values of religion play freely upon
the daily oparations of government, in which spiritual
values are cherished rather than denied and cynisally
reviled ; in which the free play of one idea upon
another, of one political philosophy upon another ,
of one religious concept upon another, is the basis
of progress and happiness . It is only in this free
environment that the individual can poss4-bly attain
a relationship with his fellotr-citizens t•rhich makes
him truly peaceful . This is the kind of progress
towards peace that sve must encourage and in «hich
we must have faith .

Cannot we remove these Iron Curtains? Cannot
we abandon these barriers which seek to divide the
people of the Soviet Union from the rest .of us ?

Cannot we recognize that the basic reality of
international politics, as of village affairs, is
the indiwidual man and zvoman? . . . .

It is the beginning of sanity and irisdom to
realize that the indiv,idual man and vioman is never
the personification of cate~ories, economic or
otherwise . The individual is nothing less than the
image of God . To the eatent that this principle is
recognized, we will be on the path to human brother-
hood and the achievement of lasting peace . "
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